PVTx measurements of the N-methylpyrrolidone/methanol mixed solvent: cubic and SAFT EOS analyses.
The PVTx behavior for the x N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) + (1 - x) methanol compressed liquid solvent is reported over the full composition range and within wide pressure and temperature ranges. The derived excess properties were analyzed in terms of structural effects and intermolecular interactions and revealed strong H-bonding heteroassociations between the two components. The cubic equations of state by Soave (SRK), Peng-Robinson (PR), Patel-Teja (PT), and Sako-Wu-Prausnitz (SWP), and the statistical associating fluid theory (SAFT) equation of state, combined with a number of selected mixing rules, were used to correlate and predict the behavior of both the pure components and mixed solvent. While the classical cubic equations of state were not successful in describing the properties of this system, the SWP equation of state and the SAFT yielded reasonably good results.